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Two-Tone Shimmer
NEW Duo Green-Purple & Duo Violet-Brass Pearl Ex
Healdsburg, CA (September 2012) - Jacquard Products is excited to announce two new duo colors
in our popular Pearl Ex Powered Pigments line! These exciting new colors will replace the two duo
colors we were forced to discontinue when their components ceased to be available. Duo GreenPurple #692 will replace discontinued Duo Blue-Green # 681 and Duo Violet-Brass #693 will
replace discontinued Duo Green-Yellow #682. Pearl Ex duo colors display amazing two-tone
qualities, depending on the angle of the light and the color of the background.
This line of pigments is our most versatile product! Jacquard Pearl Ex is a safe, non-toxic, inert
powdered pigment that exhibits extreme colorfastness and stability, ideal for interior and archival
applications. It has a use for every artist, from watercolorist to auto painter, faux finisher to rubber
stamper. Try Pearl Ex mixed with Jacquard Gum Arabic or Pearl Ex Varnish for applying to most
surfaces. It can also be mixed with other artist mediums, oils, acrylics and polymer clay or spread
dry on porous surfaces.

Pearl Ex 692 Duo Green-Purple
Pearl Ex 693 Duo Violet-Brass
Available in three sizes:
Item JACU ▪ 3 g ▪ $2.49
ItemJAC1 ▪ 1/2 oz ▪ $5.49
ItemJAC2 ▪ 4 oz ▪ $7.69 net
692 Duo Green-Purple &
693 Duo Violet-Brass swatches
shown on white background (left)
and black background (right)

About Jacquard Products
Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc., manufacturers of Jacquard Products, has been producing highquality textile art supplies for over 30 years. Jacquard's product lines include: fabric paints, dyes,
screen inks, pigment powders, fabric art markers, chemicals, waxes and superior-quality craft kits.
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All of Jacquard Products' dyes and paints are made in the U.S.A.
For more information, visit www.jacquardproducts.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-442-0455.
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